Chapter 1

Celebrating the Monarchy
Loyalty, Radicalism and the Crowd, 1820–1832

At the end of January in 1820, the news of George III’s death reached the English public amidst a deep political conflict raging between conservative loyalists and radical reformers. Just a few months earlier, in August 1819, a large demonstration in favour of democratic reforms with a crowd of up to 100,000 had erupted on St Peter’s Field near Manchester and ended in a veritable bloodbath. After the local magistrates had issued the order to disband the demonstration, the yeomanry charged wildly into the crowd, leaving eleven dead and hundreds of wounded in their wake. Liberals as well as radicals reacted with outrage and staged protests against the ‘massacre of Peterloo’ across the country. Meanwhile, the government, under Lord Liverpool, sought to prevent further protests by enacting repressive laws in short succession. These so-called Six Acts were designed to put a damper on the rights of assembly and the freedom of the press. The Peterloo incident thus marked the apex of a crisis that had developed after the end of the Napoleonic Wars. After years of fiery debate, the gap between the interests of the conservative establishment and the demands of radical reformers seemed to have become irreconcilable. Both sides claimed to speak for the majority of ‘the people’.¹

And so it came that a new king was to be crowned during this period of constrained peace that reigned in early 1820. Only a few days after the death of his father, celebrations proclaiming George IV as the new king took place in all the cities and villages of the kingdom. Whereas this situation presented an opportunity for demonstrations of loyalty and affinity for the monarchy, it was also overshadowed by the question of whether these festivities might open a forum for voicing further demands for reform that might lead to renewed protests against the government.

¹ Notes from this chapter begin on page 59.
Even after the celebrations were over, the situation was still ambiguous. Although the proclamations themselves were not marred by any incidents and large crowds participated in the festivities across the land, there was not a great outpouring of enthusiasm for the new king and the monarchy. Accordingly, both conservatives and radicals could call individual celebrations a success. For example, the conservative newspaper *Wheeler’s Manchester Chronicle* reported on the festivities in Manchester with a measure of relief, noting that ‘the most zealous loyalty pervaded the conduct of the people, and the air rang with acclamations and applause’. A crowd of a few thousand assembled as the municipal authorities, accompanied by the army regiments and militia stationed in Manchester, officially celebrated the proclamation of George IV as king at St Anne’s Square with a gun salute and the singing of the national anthem. Afterwards, they paraded through the city to the neighbouring town of Salford. Along the way the proclamation was read, to the cheers of the crowd, several times over. *Wheeler’s Manchester Chronicle* reported that there was just one attempt to disrupt the procession, which was quickly put down by the assembled crowd and only served to increase the jubilation. It claimed the day as a ‘complete triumph of loyalty’. The liberal *Cowdroy’s Manchester Gazette*, on the other hand, maintained that hardly anyone had celebrated the parade as only ‘a very small portion of the people assembled joined the authorities of the town and the soldiers in giving nine cheers’.

Given such contradictory accounts of the celebrations of the monarchy, historians have repeatedly cautioned against judging the general political inclination of these crowds merely on the basis of their large numbers and rushing to the conclusion that the cheering masses reported as having attended these kinds of celebrations attest to a fundamental conservative spirit among the people. In particular, Mark Harrison emphasizes the complex character of these celebrations of proclamations and coronations in the early nineteenth century, using Bristol as his primary example. He argues that, on the surface, the public expression of loyalist feeling could blanket over local conflicts, but when looked at more closely, these moments actually underscored these very issues. Harrison rightly describes the general emptiness of such loyalist rituals and calls for more detailed analyses of their specific local contexts because of the difficulties in assessing the meaning of such events. Yet his own examination of the festivities surrounding the proclamation and coronation of George IV in Bristol, Liverpool, Norwich and Manchester still provides a rather simplified view. For example, he sees the lack of planning to symbolically involve the people in the official celebrations in 1820 and 1821 as a conscious act of exclusion on the part of the municipal authorities. Similarly, on the basis of liberal and radical press reports on the lack of cheering among the crowds, he concludes that there was an ideological antagonism between city leaders and the local population. Correspondingly, Harrison interprets the reverse signs that appeared in 1831, with the coronation of William
IV, along class lines, and re-emphasizes the opposition between the conservative leaders who were reluctantly involved in the planning of the celebrations and the crowds who cheered the king while harbouring demands for reform.8

Yet an examination of lower-class participation in the celebrations of the monarchy in other years, in which a political crisis did not loom so largely overhead, effectively questions the rather oversimplified assumption that there was a fundamental conflict between the political interests of the crowd and the goals of the ruling political classes. A look at Leeds, Bolton and London, for example, reveals that even as early as the 1820s, there was no clear-cut conflict between the municipal authorities and the cheering crowds. Moreover, by extending the perspective beyond the 1820s, a more complex picture of the political positions of those who participated in the celebrations of the monarchy emerges. Rather than a one-sided opposition between ‘upper class’ and ‘lower class’, there were a variety of opinions and changing identities apparent among the crowds. Correspondingly, elements of popular conservatism can be detected in the celebrations of the monarchy that attest to the circulation of conservative political attitudes within the English lower classes. At the same time, the popularity of conservative political thought among plebeians undermines assumptions that English society was divided along insurmountable lines of conflict as well as the notion that a fundamental social consensus reigned in England at this time.

**Analysing Crowds and the Popularity of the Monarchy**

Mark Harrison’s analysis of crowds in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century aims to free the historical interpretation of mass phenomena in England from the all too rigid definitions of the masses proposed by Eric Hobsbawn, E.P. Thompson and George Rudé. In their studies, these three Marxist historians sought to replace the strongly negative image of the threatening and unpredictable ‘masses’ associated with a fear of revolution, which had come to characterize many sociological and socioanthropological analyses of crowds by the time Gustav Le Bon’s *La psychologie des foules* appeared in 1895, with a perspective shaped by well-founded sociohistorical analyses. Correspondingly, they wanted to overcome the blanket equation of ‘the masses’ with ‘the people’ or the ‘lower classes’.9 Rather than focusing on the psychological disappearance of the individual in the crowd and the dissolution of individual sociomoralistic standards in the behaviour of a group, they analysed the immediate social context within which crowds appeared, as well as their entirely rational, coordinated and clearly goal-oriented behaviour. Within this framework, it was Thompson in particular who developed the concept of the ‘moral economy’ of the crowd that has been so often cited.10 At the same time, these three scholars limited the scope of their interpretations to phenomena that were directly
connected to social protests, civil disturbances and riots. Rudé, for example, explicitly excluded crowds that assembled to celebrate ceremonial, religious or carnivalesque events as well as those attending public performances. Despite the rather pragmatic focus on protest culture, the perspective developed by these historians greatly influenced further scholarship on crowds and disturbances in England for quite some time.

In contrast, drawing on continental scholarship on the culture of celebrations, Harrison has developed a broader concept of the ‘crowd’, which he defines as a large group of people assembled in an open space. He also adds a further criterion, namely that of proximity, as he maintains that crowds must be concentrated in such a way that the people involved influence one another in terms of their behaviour and actions; they must be close enough to each other so that they could appear to contemporary observers as an assembly. At the same time, Harrison proposes an exemplary analytical framework for examining the behaviour of crowds that takes into consideration systematically collected data on a given event such as the date, the time of day (general working hours or rather leisure time), the location of the assembly and/or the route taken by the group or the parade as well as the weather at the time. He then evaluates this information using a ‘thick description’ method drawn from Clifford Geertz. In his study, he also consciously includes crowds that took part in ceremonial events that may have at first seemed to be merely a group of spectators. Moreover, he questions the depth of the ideological convictions of agents within crowds.

Despite these methodological innovations, however, Harrison hardly strays from the rather one-sided, protest-oriented tradition within scholarship on English social history. This can be seen in his – quite legitimate – rejection of the idea inspired by Emile Durkheim that patriotic rituals are events in which societies debate shared values and beliefs or celebrate a moralistic consensus in a quasi-religious way. It is also reinforced in his argument that almost exclusively binds an analysis of celebrations and ceremonial events to a reconstruction of subversive attitudes, which effectively traces a fundamental opposition between the English lower classes and the social elite along the lines of the old labour history. Especially in his examination of the celebrations of the monarchy in the early nineteenth century, Harrison neglects to discuss the changing moods as well as contradictory positions and attitudes that could emerge within a crowd.

Harrison’s study is not merely interesting because of its interpretative methods, but also because its assessment of the popularity of the English Crown supports the idea that the popular loyalist Church and King attitude disappeared around 1800. Even today, scholarship on the subject of the popular opinion of the monarchy is still heavily influenced by the works of Linda Colley and David Cannadine that outlined the idea that the monarchy under George III developed into a popular national institution up to 1815, but then became unpopular and controversial under his successors before transforming into a symbol of British
dominance and national identity under the flag of imperialism toward the end of the nineteenth century. Colley, for example, describes the transformation of George III from a young king who seemed to endanger England’s constitutional compromise of the seventeenth century by stressing his own political role into a figure of national identification who stood at the centre of a new ‘anti-democratic brand of patriotism’. This change, she argues, was connected to an increasing amount of royalist self-staging and public celebrations that touted the king as the personification of the political order. The king’s birthday and the anniversary of his coronation became firmly entrenched in the calendar of public celebrations. Events such as the Golden Jubilee in 1809 or the king’s recovery from his first phase of madness in 1789, for example, sparked a wave of rejoicing and elaborate festivities across England.

Although George III’s popularity during the war against France helped to unify the nation and turn the monarchy into a symbol of national greatness, Cannadine describes the story of the monarchy after 1820 as the decline of a national institution. Even before the death of George III, Cannadine maintains, the popularity of the royal house had begun to wane as the Prince Regent, George IV, de facto replaced his ageing father; the image of the king as the devoted father of the nation was effectively shattered as the crown passed from father to son, especially because the prince was rather known for being sexually promiscuous and having sparked a series of scandals involving the royal family. Cannadine also links the sinking reputation of the royal family following the Queen Caroline Affair in 1820 to the dwindling of public celebrations of the monarchy and efforts to mould the public image of the Crown. The largely unpopular image of the English monarchs, he suggests, remained firmly in place even under William IV and Queen Victoria. It was not until the last decades of Victoria’s reign that the royal family consciously took advantage of celebratory events involving the Crown to re-establish the monarchy as a national symbol by the ‘inventing of tradition’.

Although the narrative of the monarchy and its public reception outlined by Colley and Cannadine has been thoroughly criticized and revised, their interpretation that the royal family played almost no role in the formation of patriotic and loyalist identities among much of the English population between 1815 and 1870 still holds sway. Indeed, although more recent studies on public debates related to the monarchy in the nineteenth century emphasize the parallel existence of a conservative-loyalist tradition of honouring the royal house and a widespread radical tradition of rejecting the monarchy and sharply criticizing the reigning monarch, they continue to reinforce the periodization put forth by Colley and Cannadine. Since then, however, several historians have detected a rather noticeable change in the attitude toward the Crown among much of the middle class even in the early phase of Queen Victoria’s reign; some also suggest
that the Chartists had a conspicuously positive view of the Crown. But with respect to the English lower classes and their participation in celebrations of the monarchy before 1870 in particular, most scholars still stress the anti-monarchist character of crowds and depict the cheering masses as rather thoughtless agents. Moreover, few historians have considered the idea that conservative attitudes may have been prevalent among the crowds on the streets.

A look at these celebrations of the Crown in different cities around the kingdom, as well as a comparison of the events in the provinces with those in London, however, provides a relatively distinct impression of the variety of attitudes toward the monarchy and loyalist views that existed among the general population. Yet it is important to bear in mind that a limited perspective in which only a few extraordinary events are taken into consideration ignores the celebrations of the Crown for what they truly were: they were part of a calendar of festivities that took place year after year. That said, however, the meaning and significance attached to these events varied from year to year and they can thus also be read as reflections of contemporary debates and political conflicts. The following section will look at the crowds that participated in the celebrations of coronation day and the king’s birthday in the 1820s and the early 1830s. Above all, it questions whether these celebrations on the whole generate a reliable impression of the moods and positions that reigned among the violent crowds of people who attended them.

The Monarchy in the Provinces

A look at the festivities surrounding George IV’s birthday in Bolton in the 1820s quickly reveals some of the problems associated with Mark Harrison’s argument that these celebrations reflected a clearly decipherable conflict between the masses of spectators and municipal elites. The descriptions of the events in Bolton mostly stem from the radical Bolton Chronicle that clearly sided with the city’s reformers. Nonetheless, over the course of the 1820s, significant differences can be detected in the depictions of the festivities and the crowds in attendance. In 1820/21 and 1831, it appeared that the celebrations in Bolton were rife with tensions like those in the towns mentioned by Harrison. However, there is little evidence suggesting that conflicts like those associated with the Queen Caroline Affair and the electoral reforms at the beginning of the 1830s emerged in the years in between.

In the 1820s, the celebrations in Bolton followed the same pattern year after year. During the weeks leading up to George III’s birthday on 23 April, the leading administrators in both districts of the city, the boroughreeves and constables of both Great and Little Bolton, planned a large parade through the city, where all the important buildings were decked with flags. As announced in the
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The immediate preparations for the parade took place in the morning as the participating groups assembled in the centre of Great Bolton at the New Market. Lead by a guard of cavalry from the local yeomanry, representatives of local associations and clubs, the local militia with its officers and bands, and the city’s officials as well as the clergy from the Anglican Church paraded through the town’s main streets. In Bolton in particular, the vicar of the city, Reverend James Slade, and the commander of the local yeomanry, Colonel Ralph Fletcher, were among the prominent participants in the parade. These two men counted among the most well-known Tories in the city. Slade, who came from a leading clerical family within the Anglican-Conservative milieu, was considered to be one of the most important opponents of the liberals and radicals in Bolton. As a magistrate and commander of the yeomanry’s cavalry, Fletcher was partly responsible for the use of troops to disband the Peterloo demonstration and had become one of the main enemies of the radical opposition.

The parade was first supposed to stop on Bradford Square, where marchers from the respective regiments stationed in the city were to be greeted by the public. The soldiers fired a round of celebratory salutes before a large crowd of spectators while the military bands played a mix of patriotic songs including ‘Rule Britannia’ and other popular melodies. Afterwards, the parade, with the regiments in tow, wound its way through the surrounding streets to Little Bolton before heading back to New Market where a large crowd waited. Everyone cheered the king three times before the official part of the celebration came to an end with the singing of the national anthem.

Although the Bolton Chronicle was the organ of the radicals who challenged the Tory city government, which was backed by the local gentry, it nonetheless had to acknowledge that the support for these celebrations held under the auspices of the opposing political camp grew among the population over the years. The success or failure of the celebrations seemed to have become much more dependent on the weather than on the city leaders’ efforts to control a threatening crowd. Year after year, larger crowds assembled for the celebrations that were staged as a festive event open to all. In 1828, for example, the Bolton Chronicle commented, ‘On no previous occasion have we ever witnessed such general enthusiasm as animated all classes of the inhabitants on that day’. It was not until a year later that the newspaper reported that considerably fewer people attended the parade than usual – the crowd on the edges of the street numbered just around twelve thousand. The Bolton Chronicle asserted that it was primarily the absence of the ‘orangemen and other bigoted ultras’ that accounted for the meagre turnout. As the parade took place a few days after the Catholic Emancipation Act was passed on 13 April 1829, it seemed that these groups had refused to participate in the festivities because they were disappointed over the fact that they had lost the fight against legal equality for Catholics.
Even though the brief account of the Bolton Chronicle only permits limited conclusions regarding the social composition of the crowds involved in the festivities as well as their attitudes and reactions, there was no open opposition to speak of between the city's elite and a protest-minded public. As in 1820/21 in Bristol and Liverpool, there were no craftsmen's associations or groups clearly representative of the lower classes that took part in the official part of the celebrations. Not even the radical press, however, seems to have taken this fact as evidence of a conscious effort to exclude plebeians from the celebrations. Rather, groups recruited from among the lower strata of society such as the local lodges of the Orange Order apparently took part in the festivities on a regular basis without sparking dissent or conflicts. Indeed, it is quite telling that the particular success of the celebrations in April 1828 came shortly after the repeal of the Test and Corporation Act in March, which had excluded Nonconformist Protestants from public offices and parliamentary mandates, and amidst fiery debates regarding the future legal status of Catholics. The major confrontation between ultra-conservative circles, who saw equality for Catholics as a grievous threat to the English constitutional order and the Protestant identity of the English nation, and their liberal and Catholic opponents was not reflected in the celebrations, despite the fact that the conflict led to fierce confrontations in the coming months in Bolton as well.

In Bolton, the king's well-known opposition to the emancipatory measures for Catholics demanded by radicals and liberals, the Ultra-Tory control of the festivities and the participation of the Orange Order had the potential to put a damper on the celebrations. However, unlike during the Queen Caroline Affair in 1821, there was no radical mobilization of the crowd. On the contrary, the prevalence of anti-Catholic views among the population and the link between loyalism and anti-Catholicism seems to have made the celebrations all the more successful in 1828. By no means can the celebrations of the king's birthday in Bolton be read as indicative of a confrontation between the elites and the 'people'. Rather, the general political situation at the local level and the mindset of the majority of those attending the festivities determined whether the celebrations expressed a feeling of conflict or consensus. The mood of the crowd could easily sway within just a few years, switching from decidedly radical to conservative loyalist as circumstances allowed.

Similarly, in the cities of the West Riding in Yorkshire, radicals and liberals only enjoyed a moderate amount of support among the crowds attending the celebrations of the monarchy during the 1820s in the first two years following the Peterloo demonstration. Even at the beginning of the decade, however, little evidence suggests that the majority of the crowds in attendance had radical leanings. Admittedly, a few weeks before the coronation of George IV in 1821, the conservative Leeds Intelligencer complained that neither the king's ascension to the throne in 1820 nor his birthday had been properly celebrated in Leeds. In
an article tinged with a measure of concern, the paper also wrote that it hoped that a general feeling of ‘national joy’ would help put party politics aside for the upcoming coronation festivities. Yet after the coronation celebrations the liberal and conservative press only made isolated references to protests among the crowds in Leeds, Huddersfield and surrounding towns. Incidents like those described by Mark Harrison, in which attempts were made by members of the crowd to turn the official celebrations into demonstrations against the king and his Conservative government, neither emerged in 1820 with the proclamation of George IV nor on his birthday on April 23; they were likewise absent as the country mourned the death of the old king. It was not until June 1820, with the trial of Queen Caroline, that radicals mobilized a large crowd of supporters in the West Riding, effectively changing the character of the celebrations in Leeds and Huddersfield, if only temporarily.

In 1820, the proclamation ceremonies in Leeds and Halifax echoed those in Manchester. With their parades of local army and militia units, associations, clubs and the city’s magistrates, these celebrations also resembled those in honour of the king’s birthday in Bolton. The Leeds Intelligencer as well as its liberal competitor, the Leeds Mercury, briefly described how the parade made its way through all the city’s districts, proclaiming George IV as king at several points along the way. Both papers emphasized that the prevalent mood among the crowd was one of mourning for the new king’s father. Disruptions and protests against the proclamation only arose in Huddersfield on the fringe of the procession in which the local Orange Order had also taken part. The Leeds Mercury explicitly described the crowd as divided, but noted that some of the over ten thousand spectators on the streets joined in the cheers for the new king without hesitation. A mere two weeks later, celebrations and parades took place in many towns in the area in honour of the funeral of George III, but the ringing of the church bells all day, the closed shops and the numerous church services mourning the king did not lead to any public confrontations or protests. Moreover, the birthday of the new king two months later passed without incident, accompanied by ‘suitable demonstrations of joy’.

However, the apparent harmony surrounding the celebrations of the monarchy in early 1820 does not erase the fact that they took place within an extremely tense atmosphere in these regions as well as in other parts of England. Numerous participants in the Peterloo demonstration had travelled to Manchester from Leeds, Huddersfield and other towns in Yorkshire in order to fight for democratic reforms and other radical goals. Protests and riots had rocked the region in 1819, instilling fear into the hearts of the local conservatives. The celebrations in early 1820 were accompanied by the revival of Luddism and took place parallel to labour struggles in and around Leeds which had been spurred on by the Clothiers’ Union, one of the first unions for weavers and drapers. Correspondingly, there were many complaints coming from among conservative circles regarding
the radical temperament of the lower classes and how they had been mobilized by radicals and enemies of the state to such a degree that they were no longer willing to advocate for the Crown and the Church.38

Given the fact that the demonstration in Manchester just a few months prior was still fresh in mind and given the strong presence of the military, militias and public authorities at the celebrations in honour of the royal proclamation, the king’s funeral and the new king’s birthday in Yorkshire, the lack of any crowd protests on these occasions is not surprising. However, this cannot be read as proof of the hegemony of loyalist and conservative attitudes among those attending. At the same time, the striking lack of references to protests in the towns of the West Riding even in liberal newspapers differs noticeably from the case in Manchester and Liverpool. Liberal papers in these two cities either emphasized the negative mood that reigned among the people or cited the politically neutral character of the festivities as an explanation for the absence of protest. They also explicitly stated that the situation was not indicative of widespread conservatism among the public.39 Furthermore, intimidation and the threat of military force did not deter radicals and striking workers in Yorkshire from symbolically expressing their anti-monarchist position outside the boundaries of the official celebrations. An anonymous letter to the editor in the Leeds Intelligencer, for example, deplored the fact that members of the Clothiers’ Union in Batley, Littletown and a few other towns demonstratively marched through the towns on the day of George III’s funeral with drums and lively music as part of a conscious effort to displace the mood of mourning that had prevailed.40 It is exactly the coexistence of public protests with celebrations of the monarchy attended by large crowds and marked by few, if any, disturbances that casts doubts on the idea that people had only taken part in the celebrations as a matter of silent protest. Even at the height of radical mobilization, only a part of the crowd seems to have questioned the loyalist tenor of the official celebrations. Correspondingly, protests against the politics of the king and his government mostly appeared outside the framework of official celebrations.

The conflict-rife celebrations following on the heels of the Queen Caroline Affair only serve to further confirm this impression. As in many other regions in England, the trial surrounding the divorce of George IV from his wife Caroline brought the political conflict between conservatives, liberals and radicals in the West Riding to a head.41 At a demonstration in Leeds in September 1820, a few thousand people signed a petition that demanded the resignation of the government and promised Queen Caroline the support of the city of Leeds. Alongside prominent liberals like Edward Baines, the radical spokesmen Mason, Mann and Brayshaw took to the podium at the demonstration. The Leeds Intelligencer maintained angrily that only the ‘very lowest classes’ of the city let themselves be led astray by these kinds of speakers.42 After the failure of the trial against Caroline at the beginning of November, the organization of a demonstrative illumination of
houses and shop windows in the towns of Yorkshire by liberals and radicals resonated strongly in working-class districts in particular. Whereas the conservative press claimed with a measure of relief that the brightly lit districts on the edge of the city were only proof that established, wealthier citizens would not be swayed by the protests in the streets, the liberal papers reported that ‘the people’ mistrusted the government as well as the king and demanded fundamental reforms.43

From the available sources, however, it is difficult to determine just how widespread such radical protests actually were among the urban lower classes. For example, at the end of the year, the *Leeds Intelligencer* claimed that only a small portion of the lower classes took part in the radical demonstrations; the silent majority, it maintained, stood loyal to the altar and the throne and had merely gone unnoticed thanks to its rather quiet and inconspicuous behaviour.44 But, the huge crowds that cheered Queen Caroline in autumn 1820 and repeatedly expressed their displeasure with the king as well as his Conservative government cast more than just a small measure of doubt on these conservative assessments. Nonetheless, the appointment of the new Tory mayor in Leeds, William Hay, was celebrated by a parade of the city’s leaders and a special church service in 1820. The first appearance of the newly founded Leeds Volunteers at these festivities attracted a large crowd, but the new militia, which had been established to bolster ‘Civil Power’, marched through the streets without sparking any protests or unrest. At least in Leeds, the Tory municipal elite was able to express itself and reaffirm its local dominance before a large audience without being questioned by protests coming from the crowds, even during peak phases of radical mobilization.45

It was not until the celebrations in honour of the coronation of George IV in July 1821 that scenes occurred in Leeds and other nearby towns that were reminiscent of the conflicts described by Harrison. Both the *Leeds Intelligencer* and the *Leeds Mercury* portrayed the day of the coronation as a holiday, with celebrations in schools, factories and on the streets. The festivities were marked by free beer and food for workers as well as gun salutes, decorated public buildings, ringing church bells and parades through the city. Meanwhile, evening banquets for the conservative city leaders and the regiments of the city brought an end to the official celebrations. But the real highlight of the day came as the Volunteers marched out of town together with the regular troops stationed in the city. Under the eyes of about twenty thousand people, the troops celebrated the occasion on the field near Woodhouse Moor with the presentation of flags and standards that had been donated by ‘ladies’ from the city. Whereas the *Leeds Intelligencer* observed the ‘utmost good humour’ and ‘heart-cheering loyalty’ in the crowd, the *Leeds Mercury* wrote of the dampened elation of the spectators. It described incidents that took place on the edge of the procession, including the waving of a poster with ‘God save the King and Queen’ as well as numerous cheers to the Queen during the festivities in factories and on the fringe of the ceremony at
Woodhouse Moor. These kinds of protests intensified as the day went on and culminated in attacks on the Volunteers who were celebrating in different pubs around the city. A rowdy crowd of about five hundred men made its way across the entire Brickgate neighbourhood and threw stones at the pubs, cursing the Volunteers and even violently attacking some of them.

Thus, similar to Harrison’s study, a look at the celebrations of the monarchy in the West Riding in 1820 and 1821 reveals nothing like a cross-class consensus in terms of loyalist-conservative politics. However, only a small minority of the crowd was in any way involved in direct disturbances affecting the celebrations themselves, as the great majority of the celebrants took part in the festivities in an inconspicuous way. Moreover, decidedly radical groups such as the Clothiers’ Union tended to refrain from sponsoring demonstrations during the official celebrations. Within the very tense atmosphere surrounding George IV’s coronation, for example, only a small portion of the crowd sought an open conflict with the municipal leaders and fought for a reinterpretation of the loyalist symbolism of the celebrations. Therefore, even if there were in fact more attendees who tended to disagree with the conservative tenor of the celebrations than not, the notion that there was a clear opposition between conservative elites and the radical-leaning crowds still seems oversimplified.

After 1821, moreover, these kinds of confrontations ceased to accompany the celebrations in the West Riding altogether. Until 1827, both the Leeds Mercury and the Leeds Intelligencer often described the usual celebrations on the king’s birthday in the same way, without mentioning any untoward incidents. The highlights of the well-attended festivities during these years were a travelling theatre troupe from the capital, which performed scenes from George IV’s coronation ceremony in London on the stage in Leeds in 1822 and at the elaborate ceremony held in honour of the laying of the foundation for a new Anglican church in Woodhouse the year after. Many people ringed the streets as the city leaders, followed by the lodges of the Orange Order and some other associations, made their way to the construction site in a conscious effort to link the king’s birthday to a religious message. Even in 1826, when the local celebrations in Leeds and surrounding cities were accompanied by strikes and unrest resulting from the widespread unemployment in the region, there appear to have been no protests or battles over the interpretation of the celebrations.

Conflicts only seem to have occurred in 1828 and 1829 on these holidays, but they raged between the different political camps in the city and not along class lines. Whereas the Leeds Mercury ignored the celebrations in early 1828, the Leeds Intelligencer reported on the extensive parade while also noting the success of a campaign to gather signatures for a petition against the emancipation of the Catholics. A year later, on the king’s birthday, the now embittered conservative newspaper complained about the advent of the Emancipation Act and encouraged the Protestants of the city to continue to fight for the constitution. The
Leeds Mercury, on the other hand, spoke of rather subdued ‘demonstrations of loyalty’.

Apparently the scale of the festivities shrunk after the emancipation of the Catholics because many plebeian loyalists from the anti-Catholic Orange Order withdrew from the celebrations because they were disappointed with the Crown and government. The celebrations of the monarchy in the West Riding thus clearly resembled those in Bolton in the 1820s. As in Bolton, no protests against the loyalist tenor of the celebrations emerged within the crowds nor were great numbers deterred from attending the events of the day despite the heavy conservative involvement in the festivities. For many people in the towns of the West Riding, these celebrations appear to have been so popular because of their loyalist character.

At the same time, however, the conflicts surrounding the celebrations in 1828 and 1829 already began to reflect a change in the general political framework, which ultimately altered the character of the celebrations significantly after the new king ascended to the throne in the summer of 1830. George IV’s successor, William IV, was considered to be a supporter of reforms and as such he was revered by liberals as well as radicals as a ‘Patriot King’, much unlike his predecessor. The celebrations at the beginning of his reign were therefore accompanied by a rather extensive mobilization of the reform movement. The festivities drew especially large crowds, who cheered William as a reformer and a people’s king. In Leeds, more people attended his proclamation in July 1830 than any before, which the Leeds Mercury saw as a reflection of the more liberal atmosphere and the hopes associated with the new monarch. Quite apparently, for many who now took part in the festivities, the loyalist character of the parades and celebrations in honour of George IV’s birthday had deterred them from attending. That said, however, it appears that only the number of spectators changed, as there is no indication that there was a particular increase in enthusiasm on the part of the lower classes. Likewise, William’s proclamation does not seem to have sparked a symbolic reinterpretation of the traditional elements of the celebrations, as suggested by Harrison’s study. Correspondingly, the conservative Leeds Intelligencer could paint the unusually well-attended celebrations in a positive light, citing the popularity of the festivities as a clear indication of the people’s attachment to the throne.

A year later, however, the celebrations in honour of William’s coronation had a clearly liberal tone, which reflected the fact that the political situation had fully changed its course. Only a few days after William IV ascended to the throne at the beginning of July 1830, the July revolution broke out in Paris, which sparked a new wave of radical protests and strengthened liberal demands for parliamentary reform. Almost simultaneously, the social tensions resulting from the protracted unrest among farm labourers in southern England, which had stemmed from the long-lasting economic crisis following the end of the Napoleonic Wars, seemed to unravel. In the midst of this widespread crisis atmosphere, liberal
and radical reformers managed to unite different protest movements behind the demand for an expansion of the suffrage. In November 1830, the Duke of Wellington resigned as Prime Minister and Lord Grey was able to form a government that began to tackle extensive reform projects in the early months of 1831.54

Given these developments, the coronation celebrations in many cities in September 1831 became a symbolic expression of the advent of a new era that was supposed to come with the new king. As in the examples described by Harrison, the conservative elites in the towns of the West Riding either stepped back from the planning of the events altogether or bickered with the local liberals over the financing of the festivities.55 As a result, the official celebrations in Leeds, for example, were rather modest, while in Halifax they were cancelled completely. Nonetheless, large crowds assembled on the streets in most towns and cities to cheer their king. Whereas the radical-led craftsmen’s associations in Halifax, in light of the disagreements within the city government, organized their own parade honouring William as a reformer, the crowds at the official celebrations in neighbouring towns repeatedly made clear that the popularity of the new king rested on his reputed support for the reforms planned by the new government. Even the Leeds Intelligencer had to concede the success of the liberal and radical reformers in its report; it described a ‘general and spontaneous display of loyalty and attachment’ to the king, despite the heavy rain that put a damper on many of the planned events of the day.56

The coronation celebrations in 1831 in the West Riding, however, do not indicate that there was any kind of permanent conflict between conservative municipal elites and the lower classes who leaned toward radical protests, akin to those traced by Harrison in Bristol and Liverpool.57 The widespread spirit of reform, however, could also be detected in the celebrations of the Crown in years to come. In May 1832, for example, a tellingly small number of people attended the festivities in honour of William’s birthday after it became clear during the suffrage reform debates that the king was anything but a proponent of the Reform Bill. As a result, the birthday celebrations in Leeds, as in many other cities around England, stood quite in the shadow of the parades, concerts and public banquets that the reformers organized to celebrate the expansion of the suffrage just a few days later.58 Despite this symbolic reprobation of William IV for supporting the conservative opponents of the suffrage reform, the parades and festivities in honour of his birthday in 1833 once again passed without incident and without any indication that the crowd tried to reverse the symbolic meaning of the day’s events.59

In conjunction with the clearly loyalist celebrations in the years prior to the advent of reforms, the sudden and temporary change in the political tone of the celebrations in 1831 and 1832 reveals the fundamental mutability of the celebrations of the monarchy much more than any kind of shift in power within a long-lasting struggle between social elites and the masses. Indeed, there was no clearly
observable, permanently entrenched loyalist, liberal, or radical tendency among the attending crowds. Likewise, the ability of an elitist municipal government to control the festivities or use them to propagate a conservative social ideal under the aegis of the Crown remained quite limited. Rather, the celebrations were continually interwoven with current political conflicts and could be used by competing parties as a stage for symbolic confrontations, whether it be in the context of the emancipation of the Catholics or the question of parliamentary reforms. The crowds along the streets did not express themselves as a unified lower class and certainly not as a self-conscious working class. On the contrary, these crowds reflected the changing attitudes and different political identities associated with the heterogeneous plebeian social groups from which they were made.

**The Capital Celebrates the Crown**

The perspective on celebrations of the monarchy up to 1832 emerging from Bolton and the cities of the West Riding correlates with an analysis of the same festivities in London. Through the physical presence of the court and the king, the celebrations in the capital took on a different character than those in provincial cities. Court ceremonial, official state acts and demonstrations of local identity by the participating boroughs of London blended together in a public meeting of the monarchy and the crowd. In Leeds and Bolton, the relationship between the conservative municipal leaders and their liberal and radical opponents as well as the population at large took centre stage in the eyes of the crowd. In London, however, the participation of the king and the great number of opportunities for the public to deal directly with the monarchy meant that the king himself and the political agents at the national level were the focus of the crowd’s attention. State visits, receptions, public appearances of the monarch before the opening of Parliament and even seemingly private royal visits to the theatre attracted curious onlookers and crowds in great numbers. This resulted in the repeated appearance of great assemblies of people on the streets of London at short intervals.

Given this situation, the well-documented events in London during the Queen Caroline Affair seem to confirm Mark Harrison’s interpretation of the celebrations of the Crown as well as the notion that London was the traditional centre of radical agitation. Over the course of months in 1820, violent masses demonstrated their support for Queen Caroline day after day and tied their protests against the humiliation of the king’s wife to radical demands for parliamentary and constitutional reforms. For a while, it seemed as if the capital stood on the brink of a revolution. Support for the queen was repeatedly expressed in demonstrations on the streets and celebratory parades in which hundreds of thousands of signatures on greetings and petitions from followers around the country were handed over, sparking great riots more than once. George IV, in
contrast, bore the brunt of public criticism like almost no other monarch before him. Just a few months after Peterloo, he was booed by a large crowd at the opening of Parliament in November 1819 and greeted by calls of ‘Manchester, Murder, Shame’. In autumn 1820, the cheers for Caroline meshed with a sharper critique of the king and his political convictions. Later, in September 1821, Caroline’s funeral sparked a wave of large riots in which radical supporters of the dead queen clashed with the military stationed in London.61

Nonetheless, the general attitude of the crowds on the official Crown holidays in London at the beginning of the 1820s was surprisingly positive. The proclamation of George IV in London at the end of January in 1820, for example, was met with large crowds cheering the new king. After the proclamation was read for the first time before George’s residence at Carlton House, although the king himself was not present, a parade with the magistrates of the city of Westminster and high-ranking representatives from the royal household, accompanied by the Life Guard of the king, marched along Pall Mall in the direction of Charing Cross, where the proclamation was read again. The parade then turned toward the City of London and crossed Temple Bar to Chancery Lane after having been stopped briefly by the Lord Mayor on the border as part of the traditional ritual in which the parades were formally granted permission to enter the City. As the parade made its way through the City, it was accompanied by a long procession, led by the Lord Mayor, members of the City Council and other representatives of the City, followed by a delegation from the royal house. As the crowds cheered, the proclamation was read aloud several times at different locations in the City, followed by the singing of the national anthem, cheers to the new king, and gun salutes. An extraordinarily large number of people took to the streets on this day. The reports in The Times and the Observer repeatedly mentioned that the procession had difficulty making its way through the masses assembled on the streets.

Unlike at the opening of Parliament in December, the political tensions between radicals and conservatives did not bloom into protests against the monarchy. Only the conservative Lord Mayor of the year before, Alderman Atkins, who had already been repeatedly attacked by radical crowds in public for his defence of the use of the military in Manchester, was booed and ridiculed once again by the crowds attending the proclamation. In general, the day was surprisingly harmonious. It was not the protests against conservative magistrates or symbolic gestures of solidarity with the radical victims of the events in Manchester that dominated the celebrations, but rather enthusiasm for the Crown and a ‘general sense of pleasure’.62

As in Leeds and the West Riding, there also appeared to be a rather striking coexistence of protest and celebration. Extensive, sometimes aggressive protests against the king and government often accompanied harmonious celebrations of the monarchy in which the Crown was seen as the symbolic head of the nation and a conservative understanding of the monarchy reigned on the streets.
Without calling into doubt the fact that radical views were widespread among the lower classes in 1820, the cheering masses on these occasions attest to the continuance of a tradition of popular monarchism that could not be completely swept away by radical demands for democracy and criticism of the Crown.

Not even the months of agitation in support of Caroline could call this popular tradition permanently into question. Rather, on the contrary, classic studies of the Queen Caroline Affair from John Stevenson and Walter Laqueur point out that the radical mobilization of the crowds in London was only possible because solidarity with the ridiculed queen had sprung out of loyalist feelings. Likewise, they note that in a rather curious way, loyalty and respect for the Crown, outrage over the mishandling of a wife and the deprivation of her rights, as well as concerns over the political and economic situation of the population all channelled into support for Caroline. Furthermore, they argue that radical leaders in London were able to sustain such a high level of public protest for so long because they understood that they had to cleverly bind the different strands of the popular reception of the Affair with the political demands of their movement.63

Correspondingly, Stevenson has observed that the popularity of the queen faded noticeably soon after the trial was over.64 On the one hand, this was partly because Caroline accepted a pension from the government in early 1821, which made her seem like a traitor to her supporters in the eyes of many radicals because she joined the corrupt system that had been so heftily criticized in the months before. On the other hand, conservatives and loyalists launched a targeted propaganda campaign with leaflets, pamphlets and the soon widespread popular loyalist weekly John Bull to revive the Church and King tradition that had surfaced in the London proclamation celebrations despite the political crisis raging at the time.65 The coexistence of loyalist and radical tendencies in the crowds on the streets was a decisive factor: it was not the opposition between conservative elites and the radical population that reigned over Crown celebrations and public appearances of the king, but rather the concurrence of radical protest and monarchist enthusiasm on the streets.

In the first months of 1821, this was particularly clear to see in the public appearances of the king and queen at the theatre, which had been carefully prepared by both sides. Whereas the behaviour of the audience before and after the performance was relatively easy to control thanks to announcement of the visit and the appropriate placement of supporters, it was virtually impossible to control the reactions of the partly curious, partly unruly crowds of supporters who had been mobilized by their respective camps on the streets around the theatre. For example, in February, George had to fight his way through throngs of supporters and opponents to get to Drury Lane Theatre and Covent Garden.66 Similar scenes occurred in March and May, although the number of people in the crowds who confronted the king with boos and cheers for the queen clearly
seemed to decline.\textsuperscript{67} At the same time, the queen could reckon with the support of at least some of the crowd when she went to the theatre.\textsuperscript{68}

Just how difficult it was to gauge the mood of the crowds in London can be seen in the coronation of George IV that took place that summer in Westminster Abbey.\textsuperscript{69} Whereas the coronation celebrations in 1821 were the last great hurrah for Caroline in much of England, the queen’s attempt to win over the crowds on the streets by demonstratively taking part in the coronation without an invitation went wide of its mark. Numerous observers surprisingly found that the support for Caroline did not extend beyond a small portion of the crowd. They also noted, with a measure of relief, that apart from a few smashed windows on festively decorated houses, the much-feared unrest on the streets never came. Rather, on the contrary, the king received a striking amount of applause from the crowds. Additionally, the extensive celebration, including the festive parade of the court to the cathedral as well as a large public gathering in Hyde Park, the spectacular launching of a hot-air balloon and the illumination of houses and buildings throughout the city in the evening followed by fireworks, all took place without incident.\textsuperscript{70} Shortly thereafter, however, the city seemed to be once again securely in the hands of radical supporters of the queen. The funeral procession carrying Caroline, who had died just after the coronation, led to one of the worst street battles in the history of London. Tens of thousands of the queen’s supporters pressed forward violently so that her coffin could make its way around the city, giving the people of London the opportunity for one last overwhelming demonstration of glorification.\textsuperscript{71}

All told, the celebrations of the monarchy at the beginning of the 1820s were thus similar to those in Leeds and Bolton. As such, they can be characterized as expressing anything but a conservative consensus. That said, the conflicts that were reflected within them, even in the capital, did not result from a fundamental opposition between conservative elites and radical spectators. Rather, the events in London once again revealed the complexity of the identities within the crowds and the coexistence of different views and attitudes. Even at the height of radical agitation in 1820 and 1821, the behaviour of the crowds demonstrated admiration for the king and support for his politics just as much as anti-monarchist positions and radical demands for reform. It was not until years later that England experienced the extent to which radical protests could eclipse the unifying national image of the monarchy and the conservative messages attached to royal celebrations and ceremonies. These celebrations of the Crown revealed how strongly the impression of a contested monarchy lacking the support of the people was linked to the particular political framework of political crises within English society.

By the mid 1820s, however, the opposition between radical and conservative voices in the crowds attending the celebrations in London could no longer be heard. As in provincial cities, the king’s birthday in April was celebrated more
elaborately year after year. Unlike in the West Riding or Bolton, the heart of the festivities in London was not a parade led by the leaders of the London boroughs or the court, but rather a large state reception held by the king for the court and the political elite of the capital. The arrival of the state guests made for a different kind of parade. Great numbers of spectators assembled in Pall Mall to watch the coaches bringing the guests to the residence of the king, cheering them along the way. Military bands entertained the crowds with popular melodies and repeatedly played the national anthem; the marching of the regiments stationed in London, gun salutes, ringing bells and the illumination of houses in the evening along streets decorated with flags rounded out the picture of the celebrations. As in Bolton, the celebrations in 1828 reached a climax; a year later, the conflicts surrounding the emancipation of the Catholics, which had led to riots in London in the fall of 1828, resulted in more modest festivities. Given the fact that the king was often present in the city, the celebrations in the capital were generally less significant than those in the provincial towns. The unspectacular reports printed in the conservative as well as the liberal press differed greatly from the more detailed portrayals of the events published in Bolton and Leeds. Cheering crowds at George’s public appearances in and around London were a relatively regular sight in the late 1820s. The king was received with enthusiasm not only during military parades or state visits, but also when he attended the races at Ascot. The races attracted growing crowds year after year, all of whom were more than ready to welcome the royal family.

Amidst the liberal and radical agitation for the expansion of suffrage in the 1830s, however, clearly radical and liberal mindsets could once again be detected in the crowds on the fringes of the official celebrations of the monarchy in the capital. At the end of May in 1831, William IV’s birthday was celebrated with a great illumination of the entire city after ringing bells and gun salutes as well as waving flags had accompanied the official inspection of the troops that marked the day. The strikingly different character of the celebrations in this year did not go unnoticed by sceptical conservative observers such as those writing in the John Bull, but it was the liberal press of London that really did somersaults over the new enthusiasm for the Crown as well as reforms heard in the voices on the streets. For the Observer, the new king was quite apparently the most popular king since the legendary King Alfred from Anglo-Saxon times. The Times, in turn, made fun of the loyalists who did not know what to do with the ‘Reformer King’.

Nonetheless, the celebrations in London were not marked by political disagreements between conservatives and reformers as they were in many towns in the rest of the country. This could be seen just a few months later with the coronation of William IV in September 1831. Partisan conflicts did not play any role in the preparations for the day because the planning of the festivities in the capital lay largely in the hands of the court, and many elements were dictated by
ceremonial traditions. The symbolic participation of radical-leaning unions or the loyalist lodges of the Orange Order, which could lead to hefty conflicts over the intended message of the celebrations in other cities, was out of the question in London. Military associations and official dignitaries presided over the parades or rituals such as the firing of salutes to a much greater degree in the capital than in the provinces. Likewise, the royal couple with their state guests, the court and the upper aristocracy dominated the official celebrations. As a result, both the politicians of the new reform government as well as their conservative opponents were pushed to the sidelines of the festivities in London.

Consequently, the coronation in London did not send any kind of message of reform throughout the country. The huge crowds in the neighbourhoods around the palace and the government buildings that followed the new monarch to the coronation or cheered the invited guests as they arrived at the cathedral did not link their curiosity and enthusiasm for the Crown with suffrage demands. The Times made an effort to depict the new popularity of the Crown, in a dubious comparison with the supposed flop of the coronation of George IV, as a sign of the onset of an era of reform. But, as conservatives pointed out, the call for reforms was nowhere to be heard.75 Indeed, liberal newspapers like the Observer could not detect a clear political tendency at the official celebrations, the public festivals in the parks nor during the illumination of the city in the evening.76

Over the course of the year that followed, however, the successful mobilization of the reform movement became more apparent in London. The celebration of William IV’s birthday, for example, was met with more reticence among the population because of his dismissal of the Reform Bill. The official festivities took place as usual and once again attracted considerable crowds on the streets, but the queen complained publicly that she was ‘cruelly and undeservedly insulted and calumniated’ at several opportunities.77 It seemed that the celebrations in years prior had profited from the king’s surmised support for reforms, which led some people to attend the festivities who would have otherwise been put off by the day’s loyalist subtext. This change in tone reflected just how much the crowds’ enthusiasm for the Crown at the beginning of the 1830s was dependent on whether the monarch was truly prepared to support the reform politics of the majority in the House of Commons. Notwithstanding the shifting situation, there were still plenty of opportunities for the king to be celebrated in public, and sometimes the attacks against him only served to further solidify his popular support. For example, the throwing of a stone at William at the Ascot races a few days after his birthday fostered solidarity between the crowds in attendance and the king.78 At the end of the month, in contrast, the king was met with boos and whistles coming from a crowd of several thousands while attending a military parade of the Grenadier Foot Guards in Hyde Park.79

With the climax of the reform crisis in the summer of 1832, the popularity of the Crown among the population of London undoubtedly hit rock bottom. On
the whole, however, the celebrations of the monarchy in the capital followed a pattern similar to those in Bolton and the cities of the West Riding. The mood of the crowd proved to be capricious – seemingly split, almost decidedly loyalist, sometimes displaying sympathy for radical reform demands. Permanent lines of conflict between protest-oriented lower classes and loyalist elites along the lines of Harrison’s argument, however, are not to be found. Rather, the celebrations offered not only the agents directly involved with the official events, but also the crowds in attendance room to express their own political opinions. These views were shaped by respective perceptions of the Crown and society, but they were also influenced by the contexts surrounding the individual celebrations, which were defined by current political constellations and debates. In practice, the great affinity for loyalist ideas among social groups from the lower classes was clearly demonstrated time and time again.

Some may question whether this interpretation goes too far in attributing agency to the crowds. In most cases, the celebrations were organized by local elites, quite often the municipal administration or, in London, the royal court. It was not uncommon for them to be accompanied by free beer or public banquets, which required employers to accept, if not advocate, a pause in work in order to allow for much of the population to take part on normal weekdays. But it seems rather oversimplified to suggest that the peaceful and apparently acquiescent attitude of these large crowds resulted from a manipulative mobilization ‘from above’ that makes it impossible to draw conclusions about the actual political opinions of those involved. Rather recently, Frank O’Gorman has decisively criticized this kind of interpretation of loyalist rituals and celebrations put forth by scholars such as Nicholas Rogers in his study on the burning of Thomas Paine effigies in the winter of 1792/93.80

Two elements of O’Gorman’s critique in particular can be applied to the celebrations of the monarchy in the 1820s. First of all, as with the burning of the Paine effigies, a substantial portion of the English population took part in the celebrations. Although this chapter has only focused on a few cities, numerous other examples from around England could easily be added. There is no indication that the continually large crowds at the festivities in Bolton, Leeds and London were unusual, despite the lack of exact figures. In many cases, at least half of the city must have taken to its feet. This fact alone makes it rather improbable that the crowds of spectators stood under pressure or were coerced to take part in the celebrations of the Crown. Secondly, like the ritual of burning effigies, these festivities were not short-lived. Rather, they often began in the morning and lasted for hours, often extending into the evening, especially if elements such as the illumination of the city or an entertaining fair were involved. Moreover, thanks to the parades at the heart of these celebrations, the festivities spread over a large swathe of the city as different centres of action were created through the repetition of performances, proclamations or gun salutes. Not only were the actual
participants in the parade constantly in motion, but also a large portion of the spectators moved with the parade through the neighbourhoods. The crowds often changed location several times, breaking up and reforming at other places around the city. It seems hardly imaginable that thousands of people could be coerced into such manoeuvres for hours at a time against their will, especially given that demonstrations of disapproval and protests were not ruled out, but rather often took centre stage.

Yet none of these factors can speak to the direct motivations of the participants. This means that only rather vague conclusions can be made about the loyalist or radical notions that may have brought different groups together to attend the celebrations. Insights into the identities of these groups cannot be obtained from an analysis that only looks at the descriptions of the events and evaluates their circumstances. Moreover, the dynamic processes associated with masses of people, as perhaps most impressively articulated by Elias Canetti in his studies on the crowd, can hardly be captured in such an assessment. Aspects associated with crowd behaviour such as the headiness generated by the sheer size and density of a crowd, the parallel behaviour of countless individuals or the complete fixation of the interest of all on a shared centre must have played a role in these celebrations of the Crown; these points are sometimes hinted at within press reports, but they cannot be firmly grasped. Consequently, to a certain degree, these crowds remain unpredictable and unfathomable, but in a completely different sense than a fear of the threatening masses would suggest.

However, two cautious conclusions can be made about the dissemination of political views among broad portions of the population that contradict the prevailing view shared by many scholars. On the one hand, the celebrations of the monarchy were not rife with class conflicts that erupted in radical critiques against the official subtext of the celebrations and their national symbolism in relation to the monarchy. Rather, it was the specific political and social context, which changed each year, and the respectively dominant viewpoint within the assembled crowds that shaped the contours of these celebrations. The quick shift from a more radical or more loyalist disposition within crowds, for example, influenced the behaviour of those involved and ultimately determined the character of the celebration. On the other hand, evidence suggests that there was not a fundamental break with the tradition of the celebrations, with their loyalist subtexts, stemming from the late eighteenth century. The local festivities after 1820 do not differ markedly from those that took place during the regency of George III, as described by Linda Colley; the monarchy remained a central element of national identification. Moreover, the Crown could also usually count on a great deal of popular support for its celebrations. For radicals and liberals, George IV may have seemed to be a frightening figure to have on the throne, but his role in English society was nonetheless often celebrated in an overwhelming way. Long before its apparent reinvention in the late nineteenth century, the monarchy
proved its popularity time and again. On the heels of the popular loyalist feelings that erupted around 1800, it continued to serve as a bond between political convictions that formed in opposition to demands for radical reforms.
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